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ABSTRACT,
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Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), Goal Attainment Scaling,
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. was made on each clientl Data analyses revealed no significant

changes over in any of the variables in any of the clients.
However, ranking of clients according to overall degree of choice
displayed in their language during the course of therapy revealed
that significant.iMprovement occurred'only in cases where clients
displayed the least degree of choice or flexibility in their
language. The findings suggest further assessment of the content of
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.Despite the general consensus about tne-centcal rolelif verbal

communication in the therapy process, there still is not an adequate

understanding of whatit l4 about such communication that is

therapeutic. As might be expected, this less than adeqqate',

understanding is,r7flected in the type of research done in this area

which typically involves frequency counts of the occur'r'ence of certain

words, tenses, or grammatical forms, or the-classification of language

according to categorit'that appear to have relevance to the

psychotherapy process. In general, neither of these approaches has .

really been able to capture adequately the richness of' verbal behavior

in psychotherapy.

One feature that is strikingly obvious -in this area of study is

the absence of references to theoretical or empirical work in

.

psycholinguistics. Although it is not uncommon for different area's of

psychology to be divorced from each other, it is certainly possiNe

that, in this particular case, knowledge abodt the nature of language

and how people use it might aid in the search for meaningful asidects

to measure in the' therapy process.

Akfirst attempt at an integration of linguistic then .,with a

clinically" meaningful conceptual scheme is.the recent work of Bandler

and Grinder (t975). In an effort to explicate the features of

language that are important to focus bn in the therapy process,

Bandler and,Grinder extracted certain aspects, from the model of

v-

trariformational grammar (Chomsky, 1965) and illustrated how the

ir

language behavior of the clientmay be understood and studied on the

basis of these aspects.. The -superordinate concept in their work is

that of 'choice' or 'options' and they make a case for the
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significance.of
(

this concept in the model of language acid in the

change process. Their view, of the relationship between degree of

choice, language, and change can be summarized in the following way:

mans' cLients enter therapy with a delimited mode) of the world - one

lacking in choice or options; successful therapy, whatever its form,
,

involves a changein the client's model of the worlddoielfsome way that

allows the client more choice or flexibility in his or tier behavior;

since languageis the means by which the client's model bf the world

is represented, a change in this model should,be evidenced by a ch*ange

in the client's language, specifically a,change toward-increased

Al

choice or flexibility.
I

Bandler and Grinder (1975) focus on three linguistic prltesses

that they maintain can be used to measure the degree of choice or

options in an individual's model of the world. These processes are:

(1) deletion, (2) nominalization, and (3) jveralliation. Deletion

occurs when a portion of theabriginal experience is removed from the

individual's representation,of the experience. For example, the

client's original experience may be "1 am scared of my father", but he

or she may represent this experience by the deletion transformation "1

am scared". When the mechanism.of nominalization is invoked, an

/ Lm"
. ,

ongoing process is turned into an event. For example, an individual

may say "I regret my decision'to return home" rather than "I regret

that I am deciding to return home". Through the use of

generalization, certain elements of a person's model become detached
1".

from their original experience and come'to represent the entire

category of which tht experience is an example. For instance, the

4
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client's original experience may be,"Jack pushes me around" but he or .

she may generalize this experience to "People push me around", where

the noun people has no referential index. In'each of these three

cases, the outcome is assumed to be an experience of limited choice or

options.

Although Bendier and GrInder (1975) make a good case for the

relatedness of these linguistic processes to the clinical-17 meaningful

experience of choice or options, they provide no empirical data

regarding their usefulness. In additioh, despite the central role of
o

verbal communicatioh in psychotherapy and the importance attached to

the presence of a sense of choice in most schools of psychotherapy, 4 \

the literature contains only a few studies that bear on the question

'of how language can be used to measure degree of choice. .One variable

that has shown somepromise as an empiricAl tool is the Type/Tolven

Ratio. ThiA variable is a measure of the different words (types) to

the total number of words (tokens) in a passage'of speech. It hp

been used to assess the flexibility of clients' language and,has been

found to increase over time only in cases that show significant

' improvement in therapy (Roshal, cited'in Mowrer, 1953) In addition,

there is some evidence that stereotypy of choices is present in the

language of individuals under stress, as measured by a lower TTR,

greater number of allness terms, such as never, forever, and always,

and a lappr noun-verb/adjective-adverb ratio, which is the ratio of

1

simple assertions to more discriminative qualification of language

(Osgood, 1960).

The situation that exists, then, is that a fundamental aspect of

effective psychological functioning has been isolated, that is, the
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ence of a sense of choice or options in one's life and a way Of

meas ring 'this aspect through language has been proposed. It was Ole

)16Tpose of the present study to determine how the
1

variables derived

from the model of transformational grammar ind from the literature
o

function over the course of therapy and what the relationship is

between these variables and therapy outcome. Based upon he notion

that positive therapeutic change is directly related tONt4ie_degree of

choice or options in the cli nt,'s
4

model of the world, it/was predicted

that positive therapy outc

client's-language, such

the 'number of type

would be related to a change in thee

over time there'would be an incr

eas *in the noun- verb /adjective-adverb

in

ratio, and a de rease the percentage of deletions, nominalizations,

generalizations, and allness erms.

Method

1

Subjects

SubjeCts were six client-therapist dyads who engaged in

approximately.4a2se a week psychotherapy for an average of 15 sessions

o /er an average period of four monthi. Three dyads were from the

Brigham Young University Counseling Center study (Lambert, Henrie,

Mitchell, Easier, &,Stein, 1977) and the other three were from private

practice in,the Department of Psychology at the University of

Saskatchewan. All of the clients were fema'e sutpatients, were

characterized as neurotics, affective disorders, or personality

.
disorders, and ranged in age from early-twenties to early-forties.

Four of them were university students, one was a professional social
3

worker, and onf was a housewife. All of the five therapists (one

therapidi saw two clients) had Ph.D.'s in clinical or counseling

6
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.psycholdgyand several years titf post-doctoral clinical experience.

Four of them were lnale and one was female. Dyads weYe selected for

the study if they engaged in psychotherapy fora minimum of 10,

0 .

sessions, if a minimunf of 10:audiot4es of sessions were available, if

the therapist had a Ph.D., and if the mode of therapy was verbal

exploration o1 life Problems. No restriction'was Imposed revrdin§

theoretical' orientation of.the therapist.

A Measures/Assessment Procedures

Therapy outcome was assessed by several frequently used

measures;` including the MMPI, the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale, the

Therapist Target Symptom Rating Scale, Goal Attainment Scaling, the

. .
A

Therapist Therapy Session Report, and/or subject evaluation by the

therapist.

Procedure'

of

A total of 67 15-minute segments were transcribed from the six

cases.and the language of the clients was coded by the experimenter

for the, six variables. A judgment of the overall'improvement of each

client at terminaticm of therapy was made by the experimenter prior to

any data analysis. These judgments were based on global judgments

made by'the reseaGthers'of the BYU project and by the U of S private

piliatitioners and ranged from slight overall improvement to

significant overall improvement.

Aesults and Discussion__

Since thg.pr'esent study was based on'the (-of- one -at -a -time

research paradigm, the results regardi-n9 the relationship between

therapy outcome and change in client language were detecmined

separately for each client on each of the six variables.

.4

Regression
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analyses"on the within-subject data indicated that there w re no

significant changes over time in.any of the variables in ny of the

clients. Since it was judged that tw clients showed slight

improvement, that one client showed slight to moderate improvement,

and-that three clients showed moderate to significant improvement at

the termination of therapy, it is clear that no relationship between

therapy outcome and change in client language was present.

In det mining the relationship, between degree of choice' in

clients' lan age and therapy outcome, clients were ranked according

to the overall degree of choice or options that was evident in thell

language during the courst'of therapy as measured by the sum_of their

rank mean scores over time on each of the sixvaciables: The results

indicdt6d that those.clients who were judged as having made moderate

to significant improvement evidenced relatively less choice'in their .

4

language than did the clients who were judged as having made slight to

moderate improvement. A point-biserial correlation revealed a

significant relationship between less choice clr options in clients'

language and better therapy outcome (rpb
(4) = +.768, p < 05).

While these findings do not upport the notion that positive

therapy outcoae is related to an rncreese over time in the degree ofd

choice or options in clients' language, an informal examinWon of

some of the transcripts suggested that there may have been important

changes in these variables t t were (lot apparent in the statistical

analyses. First, there maybe been changes that occurred at

critical junctures in therapy; and second,-there may have been chan'es

Ilk the content of instances of the variables or in the context within

which a particular instance occurred. The former changes webild not

8
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have been detected because the regression analyses were performed on yl
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tfrequencies, and the latter would not Have been detected because-there

was no provision in the.coding system for changes in content or for

the consideration of context since all of <le variables are form

related or content-independent.

In particular, examining the tranZeripts suggested that a higher

number of types Or greater vocabulary flexibility and a lower

noun -verb /adjective- adverb ratio or''reater discriminative

qualification of language might be ocdurringwhen the client is

relating factual details,' events, or conversations than when he or.she

is dealing with' more affect-laden material. Considering the context

or the nature of the material that is presented by the cli nt nay,

e(

then, help to explain Fiow these variables function over the course of

psychotherapy. In.the case of deletions and generalizations, it is

likely that changes in the variables occurred at,criticaj junctures

therapy. With deletions, it -is quite possible that once the client

has been able to fill in the missing piece it is not necessary to do

so again,. Given that the client has verbalized the previously deleted

material, it is, then, no longer missing from his or her model and has

been explicitly shared with the therapist. Since, as humans, we have

the capacity to store dialogue, it is likely that once certain

material has been made explicit it then becomes implicit. Similarly,

in the case of generalizations, when 'the therapist has been able to

get the client to supply a referent for a word or phrase that has no

referential index, it may, then, be understood by both members of the
r

dyad that when the client uses that particular word or phrase'in the

future" it is within the context that has been previously specified.

9
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If such changes are.occutering, there would obviously be no change over

time in the overall number of deletions and generalizations.' In the

case of allo4ss terms, it was apparent 'that there Were changes in the

context Within which:instances of the variable occurred, with the

/ 4f
contexts varying frn. everyday convikc'sation to expressions of positive

and negative affect. Similarly', instances of nominalizations varied

in terms of positive and negative connotations. It is quite likely,

' then, that context'and content may significantly qualify the

.interpre n of these variables so- that changes ih these aSOects may

need to be considered rather than changes in overall frequencies.

The significance-of content and context may also be invoked as

'an explanation for the findings on the relationship between degree of

choice in clients' language and therapy outcome. In this respect, if

the client is presenting his or her impoverished model, it is not

unreasonable-to expecrelatively less choice or options in his or her

language than if more factual, "story-telling", or everyday

.4

conversational mat rial is being presented. It could bethe case,

then, that better therapy outcome is rdlated to relativ:110* less choice

or options in clients' language because clients who display less '

choice in their language are actuallydealing more a'tively and

directly with their impoverihed models then are their counterparts

who display greater c ice in their language.

Although the consider t11 1n of context and content is

antithetical to the content-independent models from which the present

variables were derived, it is consistent with the current trends'in

psycholinguistics which give semantics a central role in models of

language. ItLalso supports the notion that when we are concerned with
1

0'
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performance (as in the measure of speech productio such as occurs in

psychotherapy) we may need to adapt variables derived from models of

grammar into a model ofperformaacs,..../ In thisorebard, the essential

next step will be to investigate the relationships between kind of

material presented.by thg client (such as affeCt-laden vs. factual!

conversational), changes in the content

context ,in which they occur, and therapy outcome.

variables or the

4.*
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